
SERIES: WHAT I KNOW FOR SURE   SESSION THREE, WINTER 2011 

NOBODY LIKES A PRICK 
 
 

Prick: a person regarded as highly unpleasant, especially a male; a person, esp. a  
 man, regarded as contemptible, obnoxious, etc.; insulting terms of address for  
 people who are stupid or irritating or ridiculous. 
 

Prick: the guy who pretty much has to be right all the time; the guy who’s the  
 center of his own world; the guy who cares very little if at all about how he  
 makes other people look or feel. 
 

Super-prick: the guy who uses people to get what he wants and is so driven that  
 he doesn’t mind driving over others if it gets him where he wants to go. 
 

SHOULD WE CARE IF OTHER PEOPLE LIKE US? 
 

Romans 12.17-18: Do things in such a way that everyone can see you are honor- 
 able.  Do all that you can to live in peace with everyone. 
 

1 Timothy 3.6-7: He must not be a recent convert …  He must also have a good  
 reputation with outsiders …   
 
MOST OF THE REALLY IMPORTANT THINGS IN LIFE INVOLVE _______________. 
 

 AND YOU CAN’T HAVE GOOD RELATIONSHIPS WHEN YOU’RE PRICKISH. 
 
 

WITHOUT GOOD RELATIONSHIPS: 
 

1. YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO _____________ OTHERS FOR GOOD. 
 

To influence people they have to trust you; they have to care what you think; they  
 have to believe that you have their best interest at heart, and they won’t do any  
 of that if they think you’re a creep. 
 

2. YOU WON’T HAVE A ____________ THAT HONORS CHRIST OR BE A FATHER  
 WHO MODELS THE SPIRITUAL LIFE FOR HIS CHILDREN. 
 

3. YOU WILL HAVE LIMITED SUCCESS AT _________. 
 

4. YOU WON’T SUCCEED IN FULFILLING YOUR GOD-GIVEN DREAM. 
 

 Luke 2.52: And Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God  
  and man.  
 Jesus was successful because he had a deep relationship with the Father AND 
  because he knew how to connect and create relationships with other people. 
 
You will be successful in life only when you come to the conclusion that you are  
 primarily in the ____________ business and you never win in the people  
 business by being a prick. 
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TO CREATE SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS 
 

1. BE _________________. 
 

How do we build trust in our relationships? 
A. Day by day – consistency. 
B. By keeping ____________ – dependability. 
C. By keeping private matters private – confidentiality. 
D. By making decisions based on principles not emotions – predictability.  
E. By putting the other person’s ________ ahead of our own – integrity. 

 

Jim Collins: The right people do what they say they’re going to do.  Period.  Full  
 stop.  … They, therefore, have a great discipline to never commit to what they  
 know they can’t achieve. 
 
Pricks put their pleasures and their passions ahead of their __________. 
 

I know for sure you will never _________ being trustworthy. 
 
2. CONNECT WITH OTHERS __________________. 
 

Feelings are important and good relationships create a feeling. 
 

Most of our big mistakes and most of our heroic moments come from our  
 

 ________. 
 

People may remember what you said to them; but they will always remember how  
 you made them ________. 
 

Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf: When you lead in a battle you are leading people,  
 human beings.  I have seen competent leaders who stood in front of a platoon  
 and all they saw was a platoon.  But great leaders stand in front of a platoon  
 and see it as 44 individuals, each of whom has aspirations, each of whom  
 wants to live, each of whom wants to do good. 
 

Something you can be sure of: everyone you know has worries and fears and  
 pressures and burdens and guilt that you don’t know anything about. 
And if you want to be a jerk, instead of trying to understand why they’re doing  
 what they’re doing and the feelings behind their behavior, tell them what  
 they’re doing wrong, the changes they need to make, and why you’re _______  
 and they’re not. 
 
3. ____________ TO PEOPLE. 
 

Jerks talk when they should listen – when they listen, they usually listen _______. 
 

They listen (1) to think of what they’re going to say next, (2) to find a ________ in  
 your armor or a hole in your argument, or (3) to find an advantage and develop 
 their comeback. 
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James 1.19: Let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak and slow to get angry. 
 

People want to be listened to because listening to another person is a sign that we 
 ___________ them. 
 

Everyone wants to be _____________. 
 
4. HELP PEOPLE ____________. 
 

Pricks thrive on pulling people down. 
They seem to think that they can __________ themselves by lowering others. 
 

But the best relationships are built by people who believe in others and who help  
 others believe in themselves. 
 

John 1.47: When Jesus saw Nathanael approaching, he said, “Here is a true 
  Israelite in whom there is nothing false.” 
 

Jesus could have condemned the negative side of Nathanael’s personality. 
 Instead he ______________ the good that he could find. 
 
Why do you think people followed Jesus and wanted to be in relationship with  
 him? 
Because he made their lives _________. 
 

Charisma: not the gift of making people think you are great; it’s the gift of 
 making people believe ______ they can be great. 
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